
Experiments:

1. Compton scattering

Study Compton kinematics and experimentally verify angle/ energy relations.

Derive from Feynman graphs the Klein Nishiina cross section and measure it.

Learn coincidence techniques, estimate energy resolution, determine accidentals.

            

Fig.1 Experimental set up for Compton in 4- 359

2. Fermi constant from muon decay

Measure the lifetime of stopped cosmic muons. Determine /eliminate background events.

Calculate the decay probability to extract the Fermi constant given the muon mass, or vice

versa with error propagation. Roughly measure the electron momenta to determine that

more than one neutrino is involved. Devise an experiment with different counters (flat).



Fig.2  Muon lifetime    4-359

3. Tunnel effect in decays of nuclei

Study alpha decays of the Uranium chain. Find the relation between different lifetimes and

energy of the emitted alphas. Learn about surface silicon detectors, various time

measuring methods and Bateman equations.

stop volume



Fig.3  Partial setup for Alphas in 4-359

4. Time of flight measurements

Important for nuclear and heavy ion experiments to determine beta and with magnetic

curvature the particle identity in the < few GeV range. High resolution (0.2ns) counters

will allow coordinate measurements by time differences as well.

Fig.4 Construction of TOF counters in 44-007



5. Angular distribution of cosmics

Measure the angular rates by two methods, using exp.4. and a tilting two counter setup.

Supplement both measurement by Monte Carlo predictions and compare to data. Learn

acceptance calculations, coincidence measurements, (a bit about air showers).

Fig.5 Double ended modern counters for dual measurement of

cosmic angular distribution  44-007

6. Rutherford and Multiple scattering

Measure the basic 1/q4 dependence. Determine small angle transition to multiple

scattering region by using different scatterers. Learn solid angle corrections, resolution

errors, and determine the energy loss/range of alphas in air.

Fig.6  Vacuum vessel for scattering exp. in 4 -359



7. Cerenkov radiation

Manufacture a Cerenkov counter with different radiation media: isobutane gas, aerogel,

water and leadglass. Piece the measurements together to obtain the energy spectrum of

cosmic muons. Demonstrate electron-muon separation. Learn discrimination in hard- and

software.

Fig.7 Lead glass Cerenkov counters in 44-007

8. Gamma – gamma correlations

Determine nuclear spins by angular measurements of subsequent gamma emissions.

Detection of gamma rays, background elimination, understanding of nuclear transitions.;

Fig. 8 Compton exp. modified for Gamma –Gamma



9. Proportional counter/ chambers

Study signal formation for coordinate (ATLAS)and dE/dx measurements with different gas

media. Compare ionization from alphas and Fe55 sources wrt. the Bethe Bloch formula.

     Optional: study of modern Gas Electron Multipliers

Fig.9 Tube with alpha and Fe 55 source an MWPC tension device

Not shown are the ATLAS tubes.

Locations:  4-358 for experiments 1., 2., 3., 6., 8.

Most experiments involve building and testing a scintillation counter. This includes actual

assembly, evaluation of a plateau voltage, and efficiency with analysis of pulse-height

variations. These activities as well as experiments 4., 5., 7. 9.will take place in building 44 -

007.


